Wornom Grant

Innovation grant available for creative projects in Religious Education

$3500 Grant Offered Annually
Awarded for innovative religious education projects and initiatives that further knowledge and deepen the practice of religious education or that expand the field of religious education to a new area that is not traditionally associated with religious education.

Guaranteed Presentation Slot
Wornom Recipients receive a dedicated presentation session at the next year’s annual meeting and some travel funding.

One Award Each Year
The Wornom Innovation grant is offered to one recipient each year, and that recipient receives enhanced networking and other support.

ACCESSIBLE
A brief and user-friendly application

COLLEGIAL
Collegial networking both to write the application and following the award

CONSTRUCTIVE
Enhanced visibility and impact for your project
Successful grant applications will demonstrate the following:

**Innovativeness**—showing creativity, significance and newness in religious education

**Practitioner orientation**—based in religious education practice, though may be connected to an academic institution

**Honors diversity**—engaging some elements of diversity, such as religious, cultural, sexual, ethnic, racial, multiple learning styles and other diversities

**Contributes to the mission of the Religious Education Association**—creating opportunities for exploring and advancing the interconnected practices of scholarship, research, teaching, and leadership in faith communities, academic institutions and the wider world community

**Contributes to the field of religious education**—projects whose results will be shared with practitioners and researchers to enhance knowledge in the field

---

**TO APPLY**

For more information and to apply, see: www.religiouseducation.net/wornom or contact obrien@duq.edu

Annual Application Deadline: September 15